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Griggs: The Book of Mormon As an Ancient Book

the book of mormon
As an
C

ancient book
wilfred griggs

typical of attempts to deny the authenticity of the book of mormon are a work entitled the truth about the lehi tree of life
stone and an unpublished manuscript recently sent to the author by
a professional journal for evaluation in both instances the authors
list parallels between lucy mack smiths account of a dream which
12 and the account of the
18112
joseph smith sr experienced in ca 181
tree of life dream in 1 nephi 8 through 15 the purpose for listing
the parallels is to show that joseph smith jr got the inspiration
from his father either directly or perhaps indirectly through his
mother for most of the symbols in the dream one author hougey
avers that arbitrary or unexpected similarities in the two accounts
11
rule out the possibility of independent development 3 although
he does not give criteria for determining when similarities can be considered arbitrary or unexpected
within the framework of his own
bias hougey is apparently unwilling to see any alternative to his
hypothesis that joseph smith simply borrowed the dream account
from the smith family traditions 4
wilfred griggs is the director of ancient studies in the religious studies center and an associate professor
ity
univers
of ancient scripture and history brigham young universo
university
hal hougey the truth about the lehi tree of late
life stone concord pacific publishing co 1963
lite
oth authors refer to the first edition of lucy mack smith s biography ofofjoseph
both
joseph biographical sketches
progenitors eor
andhis progenitorsfor
for many generations liverpool S W richards 18531
1853
1855
of Joseph smith the prophet anahis
18551
pp
ap 58 59 although the account of the dream has not been changed in the revised edition history ofofjoseph
joseph
smith by his mother lucy mack smith salt lake city bookcraft 1954 pp
ap 48 50 1I have used the account in the revised edition
tzee of lifie
lebie
hougey lehi tree
lefie
lrae
life stone p 24
there
here is
is no evidence that lucy mack smith committed her material to writing before 1845 and because
the book of mormon was printed by 26 march 1830 some question exists regarding the influence of the book
of mormon phrasing on lucy smiths work according to lucy s chronology the particular dream of
her husother
mormon
band which is used by critics in their comparison occurred in 1811 nineteen years before the book of ofmormon
was published in english and thirty four years before lucy s work was written the complex nature of possible influences over so lengthy a period of time in narrating a dream experience is
is beyond reconstruction with
certainty hougey argues polemically and tendentiously that if one suggests the book of mormon account in
influenced
fluen ced lucy smith in her phrasing or wording in recounting the dream ofofjoseph
joseph smith sr one must then
admit that joseph smiths mother was dishonest and that she willingly and purposely jeopardized the
her son hougey lehi tree of life stone p 25 he then states that such could not have
other
reputation of
been the case in view of all the things she says about him returning to his simplistic theory that the only
direction of influence was from lucy smith to her son
C
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determining

THE METHOD

the

major weakness of such criticisms is the one dimensional
approach taken to problems which the book of mormon presents
the assumption that any parallels between the world of joseph
smith and the world of the book of mormon real or imagined eg
the similarities to the account of the dream of joseph smith sr in
the case of the former and the superficial points of contact with
ethan smiths view of the hebrews in the case of the latter are sufficient to discredit the book of mormon is naive the challenge of the
book of mormon lies elsewhere it claims to be an ancient book and
it must be examined and criticized in terms of this claim
if as joseph smith states it is a translation any modern
language source material which the translator found useful or helpful
ip so tacto
in his translating efforts cannot be used ipsofacto
ipso
facto as evidence against
the authenticity of his work in addition to identifying any language
parallels with modern language sources the critic must also analyze
the historical cultural and social elements which are found throughout the narrative of the book of mormon and then must show that
these elements cannot represent the ancient world home claimed for
them before he can disprove the antiquity of the book since it is
highly unlikely that anyone could invent a work which represents
ancient near eastern society accurately and in such great length as
the book of mormon even a transplanted segment of that society
would retain many characteristics of its original home which could be
checked for accuracy subjecting the book to the test of integrity in a
historical context would be a reasonable task for any scholar to undertake criticism of fraudulent texts which use christ as the subject
archko volume or the infancy gospels as well as of
eg the archbo
numerous other non christian forgeries shows how rather easily
scholars can discredit such attempts
the book of mormon deserves the same kind of test especially in
view of the continuing avalanche of materials relating to the ancient
near east that have been recovered during the last century because
such materials were unknown in the early nineteenth century they
provide an ideal control against which to measure the book of mormon for joseph smith obviously could not have had access to them
while writing the book it is precisely this dimension of historical
criticism however which has been almost totally neglected in attempts to prove the book a fraud hugh nibley the leading mormon
scholar in the field of antiquity is one of the few individuals up
to the present time who has applied serious tests of historical
260
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compatibility to the book of mormon this paper attempts to continue in this methodology a methodology accepted generally in
disciplines related to ancient studies
an instructive example of how to handle a text such as the book
of mormon has recently been provided through the providence of
manuscript preservation and recovery in 1958 professor morton
smith of columbia university was examining manuscripts in a monhalfpage
halfpace
page
eha
astery near jerusalem when he happened on a two and one
on half
text purporting to be a letter of clement of alexandria ca 150 to
ca 215 to a certain theodore 6 the letter does not correspond to any
previously known texts of clement and there is no known theodore
who associated with the alexandrian theologian the paper on which
the text was found is a heavy white binder s paper commonly found
in books in venice during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries
and the handwriting on it is dated variably from the late seventeenth
century to the early nineteenth century 7 by scholarly consensus
smith was able to date the manuscripts at 1750 plus or minus fifty
years although the scribe is acknowledged to be experienced as
noted by good spelling and correct use of accents the language is
greek the nature of the writing indicates he was in a hurry it is
therefore impossible to tell whether he is responsible for the high
quality of the text or if he is simply copying a work of unusually good
literary and grammatical character
the material in the letter was totally unexpected especially since
it speaks favorably of a secret gospel of mark which was essentially
sacramental or ordinance oriented and which depicted jesus as a
mystagogue for christians who wished to become perfect by being led
as hearers into the innermost sanctuary of that truth hidden by
seven veils 8 with its modern paper modern handwriting and unfamiliar and unexpected contents one would expect the manuscript
to have all the ingredients of a first class forgery but smith chose to
judge the document by what he considers the primary test for aunamely the examination of the text in terms of its
thenticity
5

ohe world
the jaredifei
jaredites
the
lter salt lake
ites
behim
and tee
ldar
in the desert andrae
arc lear
snibley
Jared iter
lehi
lehim
nibley s three major works in this area are
of fhe
irlorldofthe
mormon salt lake city deseret book co 1964 and
bookcrah 1952 an approach to the book of
city bookcraft
ofmormon
since cumorah salt lake city deseret book co 1967 the debt of any writer in this field including my
10 anyone familiar with nibley s treatment of the subject even when as in the present
own will be obvious to
that
lime in hac
hat
insEa
instance
ncc
nce other materials relating to book of mormon origins are being considered for the first time

context

mark cambridge harvard university
6morron
of marg
onon smith clement pfalexandria
of alexandria and a secret gospel ofiwark
press 1973 p ix
specialists who generously
71bid
ibid p 1 smith submitted photographs of the manuscript to a number of ofspecialists
dares were favored by the scholars smith
supply
ed opinions on the date of the hand although ddifferent dates
supplied
suppli
states that all agreed on the possibility of an eighteenth century date
23 and line 17
recio lines 22
2223
clement to theodore fol 1 recto
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claimed historical and literary context after writing nearly 450 pages
comparing the style language and contents of the short text to
already known ancient sources smith concluded that he had found a
copy of an authentic letter of clement and that the consequences
for the history of the early christian church and for new testament
criticism are revolutionary 9
if a two and one half page text can elicit 450 pages of analysis
and commentary in an attempt to determine its authenticity one
would not expect less from the scholarly world in the case of the book
of mormon nevertheless the book has received little serious attention from specialists in ancient studies in this paper given the
limitations imposed by time and space 1I will discuss only two specific
instances of recently recovered materials which relate to the original
world of the book of mormon particularly to gehis
lehis dream they are
worth considering here as a limited approach to the larger question of
historical compatibility in the book of mormon
THE GOLD PLATES RIVERS AND THE TREE
treb OF LIFE
ME

A major religious movement sweeping through the greek world
in the sixth century BC became known in later time as orphism 10
although due to the paucity of extant sources little is known concerning early orphism 11 it is believed that after originating in thrace
the religious beliefs spread rapidly via the greeks throughout the
mediterranean world 12 the popularity of the movement can be inferred from a literary fragment attributed to the sixth century poet
oppp
olpp
well known or famous
oppiv
iv
vofiakxvrov Opp
ibykos which says 0votakxvt6v
orpheus 13 it can be assumed that the greeks were familiar with
this religious philosophy and that they may have been spreading it
1

throughout the eastern mediterranean including egypt from the
B C we know that the greeks had good trade
seventh century BC
gsmith
ix
ssmith clement ofalexanaria
ap 4 and ix
of alexandria pp
og
presocrattc
presocratic
G S kirk and J E raven the Pre
socratic philosophers cambridge at the university press 1964
p 37f jane Har
harrison
harrlson
nson themis 1927 reprint ed new york meridian books 1962 p 462 W K C
harnson
barnson
guthrie orpheus and greek religion new york W W norton and co 1966 p 11 and kathleen
freeman companion to the pre socratic philosophers cambridge harvard university press 1959 p 1
E R dodds the greeks and the irrational berkeley and los angeles university of california press
1966 p 147 the author states
but 1I must confess that 1I know very little about early orphism and the
more 1I read about it the more my knowledge diminishes twenty years ago I1 could have said quite a lot
new discoveries tend
about it we all could at that time since then I1 have lost a great deal of knowledge
to upset old theories
the thracian origin is argued in dodds greeks and the irrational p 147 and freeman companion
to the pre socratic philosophers pp
ap 1 2 and on the story relating to orpheus and orphic rituals see
guthrie orpheus and greek religion p 25ff F M cornford from religion to philosophy new york
harper and brothers 1957 p 178n mentions possible connections with iranian or persian influences on
orphism suggesting a more eastward origin for the theology of the movement
Frag
fragments
mente der vorsokratiker 1952 reprint ed berlin
hermann diels and walther kranz die fragmente
1 3 citing ibykos fr 17
weidmann 1960 13
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relations with non greek countries of the near east throughout that
century 14
guthrie implies that it was possible to have come in contact with
orphical through writings rather than through direct preaching
orphica
because orphism always was a literature first and foremost
ofdogmata within a narrow tradition
rather than being a collection of
dogmata
orphism was a way of life which may not have required worship of a
new god or a change in established worship patterns 15 indeed freeman characterizes the later collection of orphic literature as a collection of writings of different periods and varying outlook something
11
like that of the bible 16
orphism was influenced by other religions
both greek and non greek 17 and its syncretistic material was later
neo platonic sources 18
quoted freely in christian and neoplatonic
beyond the many divergent texts and ideas which become part of
orphical
Orp hica there appears to have been a special body of material
the orphica
collected into hexametric poems considered authoritative in orphic
circles 19 the earliest preserved tradition from the fifth century BC
concerning this even earlier orphic poetry states that it was engraved
on tablets which were to be found in thrace 20 according to the
pseudo platonic dialogue axiochos these tablets were said to have
been made of bronze and the fate of the soul in the spirit world
hades was the subject of the message engraved upon them the
plates were further said to have been brought to delos by two seers
from the land of the hyperboreans 21 indicating that it was the religious significance and divine source of the material which justified its
being engraved upon metal plates
guenther zuntz observes that although metals were not used as
writing materials as often as papyrus animal skins wood or stone
they were so used and that by no means rarely 22 among the
rae
tae
14r
the greek city states 700
R sealey A history of
B C berkeley and los angeles
338 BC
university of
700338
odrae
press
california
ath ed london macmillan &
1976 p 52 J B bury and R meiggs A history ofgreece
of greece 4th
co 1975 ap
roo
early greece 800500
ppp 84 85 and chester G starr the economic andsocial
and social growth of
joo
ofearly
800 500
500bB C
new york oxford university press 1977 pp
ap 49 51 that religion spread with trade during this period is

yoip0
voip

suggested by guthrie orpheus and greek religion p 11
it is generally agreed that there was conerable activity whether nascent or renascent in the sphere of orphic and kindred religion in the sixth
sid
siderable
B C
century BC
15
15guthrie
10 1I M linforth the arts of orpheus berkeley and
Guth ne orpheus and greek religion pp
ap 9910
Guthrie
B C the description
los angeles university of california press 1941 states that before 300 BC
orphic was
sons of ideas associated with every manner of ritual
applied to all sorts
freeman companion to the pre socratic philosophers p 5
see note 15 and harrison themis p 462f
81freeman
reeman companion to the pre socratic philosophers p 5
philebus
hexameters
Cratylus 402b philetus
ibid p 4 see examples of the hexa
Phi lebus
meters attributed to orpheus in plato cratylus
hexa meters in ion 536b
66c and a reference
deference to orphic hexameters
euripides alcestis 965ff the scholiast on the passage a contemporary of plato stated that the tablets
actually existed at that time on mount haimes
hairnos
haimos
21pseudo
plato axiochos 371a
pseudo piato
2guenther zuntz persephone oxford clarendon press 1971 p 278
guenther

gio
glo
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many examples which could be cited one notes an inscribed fifth
23and
and a number of bronze
lusoi in arkadia 23
century bronze disc from lupoi
plaques inscribed with legal texts or dedications 24 of quite a difellae tablets of enchantments
enchant ments
ferent nature are the defixionum Tab
tabellae
or curses written on tablets of lead and buried in graves and
chthonic sanctuaries the purpose of burying such texts was to bring
the curses to the attention of the deities of the next life whom the
plates invoke to pronounce penalties upon the writers enemies
are
these lead plates date from the fifth century BC onward and arc
found throughout the greek world from sicily to syria zuntz suggests that lead was used because it changes in time from a shiny silver
color when fresh to a dark color and dead heaviness an appropriate combination for the pernicious purposes of the texts 25
in the opposite thematic direction from plates containing curses
and penalitics
penalities is the small gold plate less than one inch in height
which was found at amphipolis
Amp hipolis and which has engraven upon it an
inscription of
often
ten lines of magical names and formulae for example
qx
bapovx
bapou
ax mtxaqx
ax KTX
ovpif rappie
asuvai ovptqx
rappififqx
afuvai
KT
babou ascovat
baruch
miana
adonai uriel gabriel michael etc 26 one gold plate unearthed
in gallep
callep on the lower rhine the site of a roman camp contains an
inscription of magical names and incantations which sieburg identified as egyptian jewish phoenician and babylonian 27 similar
texts have been found inscribed on silver and bronze 28 as well as
prescriptions for writing protective and religious spells on tablets of
gold silver bronze and tin 29 the gold plates with the magical
spells however date from the roman period while the aforementioned lead plates with the curses date from the classical age of
greece one might look for gold plates from the earlier period with
religious texts inscribed upon them to help establish historical compatibility for the book of mormon
the famous orphic gold plates provide perhaps the best examples of such early religious texts written upon tablets of gold and
buried in the ground there are at least seventeen such plates known

rapp
raap mia

cf V 2 390
imcnptwnes graecae V 2 387 rf
590 566
inscri0tiones
Grae cae 1 1 pis 8 10 and 21
zuntz persephone p 278 n 7 referring to 0 kern Inscript
inscriptioned
lones graecae
iones
inscnptwnes
inscriptiones
plate 8 is a2 bronze plaque from mycenae and plate 10 is one from Thet
onium in thessaly
thetonium
thctonium
yones
graeca 1925 for numerous examples eg
gaeciae
iones sicilai
sicilae
c g an
Olivi cn Inscript
inscriptioned
stciaf et M graecw
inscriptiones
inscnptiones
cf V arangio ruiz and olivieri
B C
and
archaic bronze plaque from policastro p 47
these date from the sixth and fifth centuries BC
numerous examples from later periods could be cited
25 25zuntz
zuntz persephone p 279
26britirh
in the BM
british museum catalogue p 378 no 315
31533 cited in zuntz persephone p 279f no 3150
5153
3150inthe5af
is a similar gold plate and others have been found
21f
F sieburg bonnen
1898 123ff
bannen jahrbuecher
bonner
Jahr buecher 103
banner
1031898
A wicdemann
banner jahrbuecher
Wic demann bonner
wildemann
wcdcm2nn
wedemann
Jahr buecher 79 1885 215ff and sieburg bonner jahrbuecher
Jahr buecher p 123ff
29 sieburg bonner
banner jahrbuecher
Jahr buecher p 136ff

m7mi
mami
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at present found in ancient burial sites in such widely scattered areas
as italy greece and crete 30 the plate first found was discovered
probably in the eighteenth century although it was not published
until 1836 31 the most recently discovered plate came to light in
1972 and was published in 1976 32 dating of the plates is difficult
due to lack of similar texts to which they may be compared but
acin
zuntz and burkert date them from as early as the fifth century bcin
BC in
one instance and as late as the third century AD in another most are
dated to the fourth century BC or earlier 33 zuntz hypothesized the
existence of a larger text which was the ancestor of the gold plate texts
and which when read to an audience of initiates was accompanied
by ritual acts although he did not accept the earlier opinions of
wieten and harrison that these acts were celebrations of mysteries
relating to a mystic death and resurrection for the living 34 despite
zuntzs reluctance to acknowledge the earlier text as a didactic
poem a recently found orphic papyrus dated to the fourth century
iki contains a commenThessalon
BC and discovered in a tomb near thessaloniki
tary on an authoritative orphic poem perhaps a form of the one
which preceded the fragments on the gold tablets 35 because of this
ancient commentary burkert assumes a date for the original poem to
be at least the fifth or sixth century BC
all commentators agree that the material on the gold plates is
not indigenous to greece but represents foreign influences from the
sixth century or earlier zuntz suggests that the apparent cultic influence on the earlier version of the ritual formulary could well have
come from egypt a hypothesis proposed by others before him 36
harrison however attributes the enrichment of the poem with ritual
elements to iranian influence 37 the influence was certainly from the
ancient near east even if there is no agreement on where the ideas
were found originally
commentators agree that the texts on the plates are related to
the list of plates and their origins given in zuntz persephone p 286 two others are
known to the
he author one is in the J paul getty museum in los angeles and the other was discovered in
Ty
Hipp onion in plener
Hippo nios in 1972 and published by zuntz text der lamelle von hipponion
hlpponios
southern italy hipponios
miener
wiener
liener
1975
WST 89 1976
pst
stullen mst
the last mentioned plate will be discussed in some detail
3oin
boin
in addition to

31

31zuntz persephone p 355
zuntz

32zuntz
89
Zuntz WST
ifst89

esp p 132 for text
33 33zuntz
zuntz persephone pp
ap 294ff 355ff walter burkert while visiting UC berkeley as the sather
classical lecturer in 1977 gave some information and opinions concerning the plates which information will
be used in this pap
paperr
32

1976

341bid
ibid

p 343
derail
derall by professor burkert who stated that it clearly predates the
35th
thisis papyrus was discussed in some detail
tomb in which it was found presocratic
Presocratic concepts from anaxagoras and democritus were found in the text
but nothing later than the fifth century can be seen in the work
zuntz
muniz persephone pp
ap 342f 370ff guthrie orpheus and greek religion pp
ap 177 198 208 and
zuniz
pp 7 14 et passim
freeman companion to the greek pre socratic philosophers ap
3harrison
hharrison themis p 462ff
harrison
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one another even though various plates contain different parts or
aspects of the original work I1 am not concerned here with the task of
reconstructing the parts into the original order of the whole or with
determining how each aspect of the original has been altered or preserved on the different plates for the present the consideration of
various elements of the poem is as important as an examination of the
places they occupied in the original work following guthrie zuntz
burkert and others the texts will be translated and presented as concisely as possible in order to place the general story before the reader
where another translator is not named 1I present my own rendition
this is the tomb rule of remembrance if someone is about to die 3831
you go to the well fashioned houses of hades realm of departed
spirits

you shall find to the left of the house of hades
to this spring you must not come near

a spring

39

go

to the right as far as one should go being right wary in all
things 40

there

to the right a spring
near which is standing a white cypress
there the souls of the dead who descend refresh themselves
is

41

further on you shall find another the lake of remembrance and
cold water flowing forth and there are guardians above it 42

they will

ask you in their astute minds
tor
for what purpose are you searching wandering about the dark regions
43
of the destructive netherworld
are you whence are you44
the answer follows
here I1 stand before you pure from impurity queen of those below 45
and eukles
bukles and eubouleus and the other immortal gods and

who

daemons

46

whe
Hippo nios tablet found in 1972 it is one of the earliest of
the first part of the text is taken from the hipponios
the plates dating perhaps to the fifth century there is some question whether tomb or rule should be
read but I1 here follow the editors of the text
petelia
petella
Petelia
teila
tella plate 13
letelia
bi lines 1 3 in this plate alone the tree mentioned below is found by the forbidden
spring on the left elsewhere the tree is beside the spring on the right where commentators agree it belongs
plate from thuril
A
line 2 translation of guthrie orpheus and greek religion p 173
thurn aa
a4
4hipponios
Hip pomos plate lines 2 4
hippomos
combined from Bbi lines 4 5 and hipponios
Hippo nios plate lines 6 7
43hipponios
Hip
pomos plate lines 8 9
hippomos
44 plates
PIates from crete ba
138
line 3
b3 158
45this
chis
this text comes from the plates from thuril
thuru designated Aai aa
a3 and from bi A composite rendering of
the four is given below the more common rendering 1 I am come from the pure pure queen of those
below
is rejected by zuntz persephone p 306 following E rohde et al psyche new york harper &
row 1966 2218 the adjective is unsuitable for the goddess and ritually speaking it is the soul which has
ka0ap&p pure from the pure
become katapu
no agreement exists on the goddesses
katap& Kkkaqapv
ia9apa
goddesss
goddes
ss identity
4zuntz
zuntz notes that the words suggest an assembly of gods which it is hard even so to visualize
persephone pp
ap 311 12
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for 1I also profess that I1 am one of your blessed race
and I1 have paid the penalty for unrighteous deeds
say I am a son of earth and of starry heaven
but my race is of heaven alone this you yourselves know
1

47

but 1I am parched with thirst and I1 am about to perish give to me
48
quickly the cold water which flows forth from the lake of memory

and they will

have pity under the king of the underworld
and they will initiate you to the king of the under-

or perhaps
world
and they themselves will give you to drink from the holy spring
and thenceforth among the other heroes you shall have lordship
the gods speak
hail you who have suffered the suffering this you have never
suffered before
you are become god from man
A kid you are fallen into milk
hail hail to you journeying the right hand road
by the holy meadows and groves of persephone 50

49

you are going a long way which others also go
Bac
initiates and bacchoi
choi heirs of the holy way 51
bacchii

the preceding text is a composite of the various

texts which have
already been acknowledged as being associated in origin and
thought 52 A commentary on the text represents a sampling of the
scholarly opinions presently held concerning the material
the major difficulty for many has been to specify the religious
movement with which the plates are to be identified they have long
been known as the orphic gold plates but zuntz observes that on
no plate is there a clear hint pointing to orpheus or dionysius and
eno
no reason remains for describing the religion to which they witness
53
as orphic
still the claim in pseudo plato axiochos that the
subject of the ancient bronze plates was the fate of the soul in the
spirit world is precisely the subject of the texts considered above 54 it
4

pomos plate line 10 and 13
47hipponios
Hip
hippomos
bi lines 6 7
48hipponios
Hippo
hipponios
nios plate lines 11 12 and bi lines 8 9
49hipponios
ba lines 10 12
b1
Hippomos plate lines 13 14 and bi
hippomos
the alternate translation was suggested by an
emended spelling proposed by M west it is left in parentheses in favor of the reading on the plate
emender
although spelling difficulties exist in line 13 as it stands
aa
10a4
a4 lines 3 7 translated by guthrie orpheus and greek religion p 173
3hipponios
Hippomos plate lines 15 16
hippomos
32 32analysis
odthe
of the presence orsome
of some prosaic elements
ofsome
rhe metrical difficulties in the poetic lines and also ofthe
analysis ofthe
odthe
of the
in certain of the plates has led to attempts at determining what portions of the texts were original and which
were added later there is no real agreement at present on solutions to such problems and even suspected
B C
additions must be earlier than the basic composition given above that isis prior to the fourth century BC
53
bacchoi in line 16 of the hippomos
nios plate
53zuntz persephone p 326 the single exception is the term bacchii
pomos
Hippo
Hip
hipponios
Zuntz
not known when he wrote this book burkert considers this at best a slender thread to connect with

orphism
pseudo plato axiochos 371a
37 la
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is further claimed that the bronze plates of pseudo plato are the same
as the thracian tablets which tuneful orpheus carved out as mentioned by euripides in the alcestis 5 5 there is considerable harmony

in subject matter between the anciently attested bronze plates of
thrace as reported in ancient sources and the gold plates which have
been recovered in modern times gunthrie summarizes the message
of the gold plates as follows
the purpose of the plates is clear from their contents the dead man is
given those portions of his sacred literature which will instruct him how
to behave when he finds himself on the road to the lower world they
tell him the way he is to go and the words he is to say they also quote
the favour
favourable
able answer which he may expect from the powers of that
world when he has duly reminded them of his claims on their
benevolence 56

zuntz suggests that the text and some unspecified accompanying
rites in which the journey of the deceased to persephone was symbolically
boli cally enacted were celebrated by the living at the burial of the
soui was to attain
soul
dead the rites were considered indispensable if a soulwas
soulhas
to its proper and blissful consummation
he attempts to identify
the ritual drama with pythagorean rites and argues that the preservation through the centuries of these texts and the custom of
inscribing them on gold leaves to accompany the dead became
as elements and evidence of these pythagounderstandable
rean rites 57
the ritual nature of the text is further suggested by the fact that
although the engraved hipponios
Hippo nios tablet was found in the grave of a
female line ten says I am a son of earth and of starry heaven
the
same text seems to be necessary for all participants male and female
A separate study of related sources reveals the necessity of also
performing such ritual acts on behalf of the dead
As the spirit of the deceased enters hades or the realm of departed spirits counsel is given to avoid the path on the left and to
keep to the one on the right plato may be drawing upon the same
religious or literary tradition when he has socrates say of the path to
hades
1

to be sure

Telephos speak of it for
telephus
the journey is not as aeschylus has telephos
he states that the path leads straight to hades but it seems to me to be
neither straight nor single otherwise there would not be any need of
guides for surely one would not go astray if there were only one path 58
55

euripides alcestis 967 70

guthrie orpheus and greek religion p
17 17zuntz
zuntz persephone p 343
plato phaedo 1082
piato

172
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plato is more explicit in the gorgias where in the final pages socrates
gives a mythical account of the judgment which takes place in
hades 59 socrates gives his opinion that after death men go to a great
meadow where there is a crossroads those who are deemed just in
the judgment given there may take the path in hades which leads to
the isles of the blest while the unjust must take the path which leads
Tar taros hades is not only a place of judgment but also a tempohartaros
to tartaros
rary abode for those in transit to a more permanent residence finally
in the re
ublic plato appears to make allusion to the same source as
republic
P bublic
that which is behind the gold plates 60 socrates is speaking to
glaucon and tells him of a story in which after the judgment of
glascon
souls the unjust had to take the path leading to the left and downward while the just could take the path leading to the right and upward in the gold plates then the avoidance of the spring on the left
is clearly equivalent to the avoidance of a place of suffering or hell
despite the apparent confusion in the various plates about the
number of springs of water the spring near the cypress is not always
identified with the lake of memory nor is the distinction always clear
between the spring on the left and the one on the right scholars
generally assume that there are only two springs 61 zuntz suggests
that the spring near the tree may actually be flowing from the lake of
memory 62 but the essential unity of the two springs on the path to
the right is still maintained the spring of lethe or forgetfulness is
likely the one on the left because the spring and lake on the right are
associated with mnemosyne or remembrance 63
lethe or forgetfulness appears as a personified goddess first in
Hesi ods theogony but she is found in rather bad company
hesiods
but abhorred strife bare painful toil and forgetfulness and famine
and tearful sorrows sightings
Man slaughters
Figh
tings also battles murders manslaughters
fightings
quarrels lying words disputes lawlessness and ruin all of one
nature and oath who most troubles men upon earth when anyone
willfully swears a false oath

64

this mention of lethe

occurs in the context of a description of the
goddesses who as the offspring of night have the task of punishing
sinners with appropriate penalties 65 by the time of plato lethe had
59plato
placo

gorgias 523ff esp 5242
6oplato
plato repuhh
piato
614ff esp 614c
republic 6l4ff
6l4c
61jane
Harnson Prole
prolegonema
ed cleveland world
jane harrson
gonema to the study ofgreek
of greek religion 1903 reprint cd
publishing co 1959 p 574 cf below note 63
62
62zuntz
Zuntz persephone p 378
guthrie
Guthne orpheus and greek religions p 177f zuntz persephone p 378ff and harrlson
Har
harrison
nson pro
le
Rel
legomena
gomena to the study of greek relgion
gion p 574f
rellion
64hesiod
csiod theogony 226 30
151bid
ibid

211
25
21125
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become a river which was destructive to the unjust and which was to
be avoided by the just plato tells the myth of er the pamphylian
who dies in war and is miraculously restored to life in this tale obviously well known enough to be proverbial by the fifth century er
gives an account of the nature of the world of departed spirits and
socrates concludes from the myth that only the souls of the just can
escape the punishment of drinking from the spring of lethe and
forgetting everything 66 elsewhere plato speaks of the soul which has
not followed in the path of the gods as one which falls to the earth
burdened with a load of forgetfulness and wrongdoing 67 zuntz
whereas to seek the
states that death is in essence forgetting
drink from the spring or lake of memory is to seek life and they
who retain memory are those who are ripe for a higher form of
existence 68
the tree beside the spring has been consistently identified as a
tree of life although the greek phrase white cypress is
troublesome to many
this white

cypress indeed has never ceased puzzling students for the
even if the greek adjective isis taken in its
cypress is not white
its application to this dark tree
wider and basic sense shining
remains unexplained 69

guthrie

also admits his uncertainty concerning the description of the

tree
concerning the white cypress I1 do not see that it helps towards an explanation to say that by white cypress the writer meant a white poplar
La
as comparette in lamz
orefiche
fiche florence 1910 an admittedly
nerri Or
lami
caminetti
nerti
orfiche
netti
laminetti
minetti
common as well as extremely beautiful tree and one moreover which
had associations with the dead it is a striking feature of the poem and
1I hope that some day our knowledge of infernal history may be widened
sufficiently to include it 70

cook proffers the suggestion that on the whole it seems
most likely that the tree of the tablets was a miraculous cypress 71 As
such he continues the white cypress is in line with such marvelous
belts or the twelve fruited tree of
trees as the silver apple tree of the celts
the revelation one should also note that according to pseudo
Kallis
thenes when alexander the great consulted the two oracular
kallisthenes
A B

plato republic 62
grf
piato
gif
6211 lethe isis forgetting and the greek word for truth aletheia
ale them
theu has been seen as non
forgetting
the reward for the just is to have knowledge preserved or restored just as the punishment for
the unjust is to forget what they know
plato phaedrus
Pha edrus 248c

zuntz persephone pp
ap 380
191bid
ibid

81

p 373

guthrie
Guthne orpheus and greek religion p 182
iaA B cook zeus cambridge at the university press 1940

420
3420
5420
3

21
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Prasi ake the trees were similar to
trees of the sun and the moon in prasiake
cy presses although nothing is said concerning their color 72
the ritual nature of the plates has been noted above but just
what comprised the ritual actions or how they accompanied the text
has not been clearly determined or agreed upon by commentators
zuntz argues for pythagorean mysteries guthrie for orphic rites
and harrison for cretan adaptations in an orphic manner of egyptian funerary ceremonies guthrie notes that it is impossible even to
tell whether the dialogue occurs between the initiate and the gods of
hades or the guide of the spirit of the deceased 73 there is one matter concerning the plates upon which all do agree they originated in
or were strongly influenced by near eastern culture and religion
THE NEAR EASTERN CONMCTION
connection

one of the earliest commentators to make the connection between orphic beliefs and egypt was herodotus in a famous statement from his book on egypt the historian states that egyptians did
not permit woolen articles in their temples nor would they be buried
in woolen garments
in this he continues they agree with the
chika which are really egyptian and pythagbacchika
so called orphina
orphika or Bac
orean for in these rites also if a man share in them it is not lawful
for him to be buried in woolen garments 74
in the present instance of the so called orphic texts virtually all
modern scholars have suggested an egyptian origin for them becausee
amp
vxpbv ocop
cold
of the reference in some of the gold tablets to vpbv
ocdp
or refreshing water
this connection is usually based on some
8oiq
funeral monuments bearing the following inscription
00117 b
mcp
4lvxpbv
6
7TO
ugtpt3 76
oaipis
ocp may osiris grant to you cold or relaipis
vp6v mop
freshing water 75 these monuments date no earlier than the
roman empire however and their relevance to the gold plates has
been disputed 76 language similar to that on the plates has also been
found on a magical papyrus from egypt
hail to the water white
and the tree with the leaves high hanging 77 similarity of both the
gold plates and the egyptian sources just quoted with the early chrisrefrigerium
refiigehum
tian term refrigeri
um denoting the refreshment of the dead in
gnet magni 17 27ff
anet
ist henes hij
fonia
ronia
alexanda
andt
His
alexandi
alexandt
foria Alex
kal
kai
kallisthcncs
hisforia
histona
histora
guthrie
Guth nc orpheus and greek religion p 176f
pseudo
scudo

I1

herodotus hist

2

81

Graec iea dal
ione
lone graeciea
Inscript
inscriptions
inscnptione
inscriptione
ral etel sic XIV 1488 1705 1782
dar
zuntz persephone p 370
B C dieterich abraxas p 97 cited in harrison prolegomena to the study ofgreek religion p 576
77b
XQ
hap ka sftspcov
LJITTAOL
&v8pco uji
LJI TTAOL hail to the white water and to the tree with lofty
X
udi
alpe
xuk6v igop
hwp
i6op
P si XHKOV
foliage
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paradise has also been of great interest to students of early christian
doctrines 78
the greek word vxp6v
vp6v not only means cold but also sugand it is also related to the term ayrf
or
gests refreshing
vyrf
vx
ax
soul
jane harrison made the following observation regarding the
mop
4vxpbv
vpbv ocop
ocjp of the well of osiris and the water and tree in the
magical papyrus
the well would be both cool and fresh and life
giving by it the soul would revive apa
4pa
av autvxctv it would become a
79 the tree growing
living water springing up into everlasting life
by the fountain or spring of living water is thus a tree of life and it
is only the soul whose purity is vouched
couched for which is to be allowed to
drink from it 80
much earlier than the funeral monuments and the magical papyrus and therefore much more significant for similarities to the gold
plates under discussion are the egyptian funerary texts frequently
placed in graves from the time of the old kingdom through the
roman period zuntz summarizes the relevance of the book of the
dead literature for the tablets
I1

avaviv
aviv

concerned lest their dead at their resting places on the edge of the
desert should lack the vital moisture the egyptians sought to provide it
for them by including suitable spells and pictures in the book of the
dead hence we find in it representations of the dead on their way
through the netherworld scooping water from a basin between trees or
catching in a bowl water poured out either by an arm which grows from
a tree beside a large basin or by a goddess inside that tree 81

chapter 58 of the book of the dead is entitled the chapter of
breathing the air and of having power over the water in the under-

world
the accompanying illustration on the ani papyrus shows
ani and his wife thuthu
thuthi drinking water with the right hand from a
pool which is bordered by palm trees laden with fruit 82 the text
open to me
presents a dialogue between the god osiris and ani
who are you and where are you going 1I am one of you the next
chapter has a similar heading and the accompanying illustration
shows ani kneeling beside a pool of water next to which is growing a
sycamore tree the goddess nut is in the tree pouring water into
anis hands from a vessel the text with the illustration begins
cf harrlson
Zuntz persephone rf
harrison
harrson prolegomena to the study ofgreek
of greek religion p 575 n 2 guthrie
or
orpheus
and greek religion p 192 n 14 ct
passn
et pasan
passim
191larrison
791
harrison prolegomena to the study of greek religion p 576
oguthric
guthnc
oGuthric
Guth
nc orpheus and greek religion p 177
ogur
zuntz persephone p 371
81e
E A wallis budge trans the egyptian book odthe
the
fee dead the papyrus ofaniin
of fhe
of am in the british museum
ofthe
ed new york dover publications 1967 ap
pp 314 15
1895 reprint cd
78
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hail sycamore tree of the goddess nut grant thou to me of the
in chapters 107 and 109 a spell
water and the air which are in thee
is given to enable the initiate to enter the regions of heaven two
sycamore trees are described as being at the door of the lord of the
east and the initiate approaches the trees and the door by being
guided in a boat obviously on a river the barge of the god south
of the trees and the door are the lakes of a thousand geese and the
great fields of the god which piankoff associates with a type of
paradise composed of green pastures and hunting grounds 83 also in
the book of the dead are spells in which the initiate is required to
give specific secret or ritual names and responses to questions of identity and purpose before he is allowed to enter the realm of the god 84
elsewhere in egyptian funerary literature the water of the god
osiris is spoken of as cold water just as in the examples from the
roman period cited previously
this cold water of yours 0 osiris
this cold water of yours 0 king has gone forth to your son has gone
forth to horus 85 one can also find warnings where the soul of the
deceased is told to avoid the lake of the evil
doer 86 the purpose of
evildoer
the warnings instructions and dialogues is implied in one of the
pyramid texts
thou art departed that thou mayest become a spirit that thou mayest become mighty as a god an enthroned one like
osiris 87
despite obvious similarities shared by the writings on the grecian gold plates and the egyptian literature in addition to the proven
contacts between the greek and egyptian civilizations from the critical seventh century BC and later sufficient differences have been
noted to show that some modification accompanied the borrowing of
motifs the only refreshment mentioned in the grecian gold tablets
is a drink of water but the soul in egyptian texts is refreshed not
only with water but also with fruit and frankincense 88 the greek
plates always refer to a cypress tree while the egyptian literature consistently mentions a sycamore and zuntz states
there could not
easily be trees more different than these two 89 the drinking of a
living water by the soul parched with thirst is common to both
117

A piankoff
6 4 8
1972 64

Bol lingen
the soul bollinger
bollingen
the wandering ofthe
of
odthe

pnnceton
series XL princeton

princeton university press

piankoff wandering
booi odthe
ted in pankoff
Wandeting soul pp
of the dead chap 125 ccited
mand
ap 8 10
anlid
aclid
11rR 0 faulkner the ancient egyptian pyramid
texts oxford clarendon press 1969
Y
boog
84book

etian
ztian

utterances

32

33 423 etc
14 and 500 zuntz appears to have missed such sources for he states that the egyp
utterances 22 14
egypt
nans have nothing corresponding to the two springs of some of the plates
piankoff
spell
speil 752b ccited
pankopf wandering soul p 3
ted in
n pankoff
aone
zuntz Perse
persephone
hone p 372

161bid
ibid

191bid
ibid
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sources but so far as is known egypt had neither springs of lethe
nor mnemosyne while chapter 25 of the book of the dead gives a
formula to allow a man to possess memory in the netherworld 90 no
mention is made of a well or drinking of water in that context the
designation of the two springs as lethe and mnemosyne was considered by harrison to be a greek development from the neutral foun-

tains mentioned in the egyptian literature 91 because the egyptians
are not known to have used inscribed gold plates before the roman
period either for the living or the dead zuntz suggests that this
practice was also a greek innovation upon an older tradition 92
the differences in the two civilizations allow for independent
development within a common tradition or more likely a tradition
borrowed by one from the other zuntz summarizes his views on the
relationship between the greek gold plates and the egyptian sources
in both countries these texts are equally designed to accompany the
dead into their graves in order to tell them what awaits them in the
other world and how they are to meet it in egypt this had been the
custom for hundreds and even thousands of years while in greece there
is no trace of it apart from the few gold leaves whose texts witness to a
set of very specific persuasions hence it can reasonably be agreed that
the narrowly confined and recent greek usage derives from that older
civilization to which greeks owed so much and which they often proclaimed as their teacher of wisdom 93

the

burial of the texts with the dead does not preclude the sacred
significance of the materials to the living especially when one considers the ritual purposes commentators attach to them the recitation of the text or at least part of it on special ritual occasions would
be necessary to prepare the living initiate for his journey into the
world of departed spirits the burial of the text with the deceased insures that he will have a familiar and faithful guide for his heavenly
journey one whose warnings and reminders will protect him and assist him in achieving his divine potential
THE BOOK OF MORMON AND THE DREAM OF LEHI

dehls dream in the book of morapparent the accounts of gehis
lehis
mon have much in common with those on the greek gold tablets and
the related egyptian literature the book of mormon narrative claims
egyptian connections 1 nephi 12 mosiah 14 mormon 932
it

is

rge
rpd
the dead p 87f
budge egyptian book of
odthe
91 91harrison
greeg literature p 576
harrison prolegomena to the study ofgreek
of greek
9zuntz persephone p 376
muniz
zuniz
911b1d
ibid

pp
ap

175 76
575
375
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probably quite similar to the mercantilistic connections of the greeks
in egypt 94 the book of mormon begins at the close of the seventh
515
century BC 1 nephi 14 315
313 104 etc a date which coincides
513
precisely with the seventh sixth century origins of the religious
materials on the greek gold plates the use or borrowing of typically egyptian motifs and the practice of inscribing religious writings
upon gold plates are of considerable significance to the student of the
book of mormon and the striking resemblances in all the materials
under discussion would be remarkably coincidental if they were not
connected to a common source or origin since the greek gold tablets
are assigned to an egyptian origin which agrees in time and content
with the egyptian associations of the book of mormon the most
feasible and plausible explanation for the internal characteristics
shared by both is that seventh sixth century BC egypt provides the
common meeting ground for both traditions
in the first narration of the dream account in 1 nephi the one
given by lehi the following description elements are noteworthy
gehis
lehis dream begins in a dark and dreary wilderness through which
he can advance safely only with the assistance of a guide 1 nephi
84 7 following his guide through the dark and dreary waste for
a long time lehi reaches a large field through which flows a river
1 nephi 89 13
near the river stands a tree laden with a sweet
white fruit which refreshes the wanderer at this point lehi himself
becomes a guide to some of his own family who are apparently lost
in the dark wilderness with nobody else to guide them 1 nephi
814 16 As details of the dream come into focus lehi further
describes a path leading to the tree 1 nephi 820 22 and many
other paths leading to doom and destruction 1 nephi 823 28 32
some of the multitude of souls wandering in the dark world are as1 nephi 819 24 30
sisted in their journey by a rod of iron
but
many are drowned in the hitherto unidentified fountain or river
1 nephi 832
in addition to those drowned in the river others
enter into a great and spacious building described as being on the
opposite side of the river from the tree 1 nephi 826 the building
is superterrestrial and filled with people of wealth who scorn those
eating from the fruit of the tree 1 nephi 827f 33 not all who go
to the tree for refreshment enjoy the experience suggesting that some
are not properly prepared to receive the fruit and others wander off
and are lost in a great mist of darkness indicating they have not

nibley lehi in the desert p 36ff

94 94nibley
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secured an adequate guide to help them achieve the goal of the tree
1

nephi 823

28 32

oflehi
in this brief account narrated from the perspective of
iehl the
lehl
lehi
only two elements without corresponding features in the greek plates
or the egyptian literature are the rod of iron and the great and
spacious building 95 it was noted earlier that despite similar differences
feren ces between the greek plates and egyptian texts lethe and
mnemosyne the writing upon the plates and the white cypress tree
all differ from their counterparts in egyptian sources scholars note
that the paths tree springs and dialogue with divine beings argue
for an original relationship with independent development in the
greek texts the differences in the book of mormon are likewise not
sufficient to disprove the egyptian connection and are in no way
incompatible with the ancient world home claimed by the book of
mormon
lehis son nephi
the second narration of the dream given by gehis
displays an even greater affinity with the greek and egyptian sources
than does gehis
lehis earlier abbreviated account in the expanded version there is much that at first appears extraneous to the symbols of
the dream particularly the prophetic history of jesus the christian
tradition and some aspects of world history as they relate to the family of lehi one observes that the dream symbols are very much like
the elements of a ritual drama functioning as vehicles for transmitting the history of man and for conveying redemptive knowledge to
the participant the common near eastern elements of the tree of
life springs or rivers of water etc which are part of the egyptian
redemption ritual for the dead and which are adopted and adapted
on the greek plates for an orphic or pythagorean mystery drama are
also found in the book of mormon tree of life dream these elements of the vision or dream assist in the prophetic and visionary portrayal of the christian message of the redemption of humanity this
often repeated aspect of the redemption drama in the book of mormon must be reserved for another study since the dream symbols as
they relate to the ancient near east are the focus of the present
paper

Nib lcy approach to the book ofmormon
95nibley
Nibley
kormon p 21 iff cites evidence which would suggest that the great
of mormon
building may have come from the arab world which in turn was an imitation of earlier babylonian architecture the height sometimes ten to twelve stories is even described as making the building appear to stand in
the air high above the earth he further notes that inn arab tradition spaciousness is the index of elegance
and comfort there is some possibility that the rod ofiron
of iron also came from thejewish
the jewish world oflehi especially
in relation to the temple but that must be dealt with properly within its own cultural context
95
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in a manner which has been recognized only recently as typically
apocalyptic 96 nephi is transported to a high mountain where the vision given earlier to his father is opened to his view and understanding 1 nephi 11
111
iii 1 before he is permitted to see the vision of the
ili
tree however nephi is asked two questions by his angelic guide and
only satisfactory answers to these questions allow him to proceed
1 nephi 11
1122 6 the dialogue pattern of preparing nephi for further visionary insights continues throughout the account including a
des ireth thou
series of questions from his angelic guide
what desireth
1 nephi 11
1 nephi 132
10
beh oldest thou
what beholdest
1110
know
illo
lilo
1 nephi
est thou
1116 21 and rememberest
est
Remember
thou
nephi 148
As the vision opens nephi first sees the tree which he describes
as being white 1 nephi 118 97 As the vision continues he sees all
that his father had seen but in many instances gives new details not
recounted in the earlier version the unidentified river of water in
the first version of the dream is a fountain of filthy water in the
second account and is further identified as the depths of hell
1 nephi 1216
especially noteworthy is the mention of a second
spring in the longer version the fountain of living waters which
flows beside the tree of life 1 nephi 1125
the other symbols
from gehis
lehts vision such as the rod of iron the great building and the
lehis
dark mists are repeated and explained in nephis account
the symbols under consideration in the present essay are remijewish
niscent of those studied by goodenough in his extensive work
workjewish
symbols in the greco roman period goodenough argues that symbols in the ancient world could be transferred from one religion or
culture to another and not lose their usefulness in a new setting 98 he
refers specifically to the tree and water of life when stating that such
symbols had a constant religious value although they could be used
with gods whose mythologies were utterly dissimilar 99 it is the constant religious value behind the symbols which permits their use in
divergent traditions the tree and water of life may signify refreshment and life giving power in one instance and the bestowal of memory the essence of life in another the river of filthy water can be
96the
the author has given a brief treatment of this theme elsewhere for example manichaeism morsperry lecture series provo
cism
apocalypticism
brigham young university press 1973
monism and Apocalypt
new found importance in the
pp
ap 18 25 and the volume of recent literature on the subject attests to its newfound
study of ancient religious history and literature
11
971n
perhaps because of the emin the earlier account only the fruit was mentioned as white 1 I1 nephi 8811
phasis on partaking of the fruit the tree receives greater emphasis in nephis
nephis experience
ae E R goodenough jewish symbols in the greco roman period 13 vols
new york Bol
lingen
bollingcn
bollingen
bollinger
cn founBolling
9e
in

dation 1954 especially
ilg
ibid 7116
7 116
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evil doer in different mytholhell forgetfulness or the water of the evildoer
ogies but the value of the symbols remains constant

conclusion
throughout this type of literature the need

for a
personal or a textual guide to aid the traveler and initiate as he
journeys along the divine path the mists of darkness in the dream of
the tree of life prevent many from seeing their way or from finding
such a guide and they are thus prevented from traveling the one path
which will lead to the tree the purpose of burying plates with the
sacred and necessary message for the heavenly traveler is to ensure
that he has the means and assistance to traverse the dark path success fully despite any threatening and destructive obstacles he may encessfully
counter just as the egyptian and greek texts against which the
book of mormon can be tested for historical compatibility claim to
have been written as guides for adherents of their respective traditions so also the book of mormon states that it is a guide for those
who wish to be redeemed by christ and find the path to the tree of
life 1 nephi 1333 37 1418 20 there can be no question but
that the book of mormon has a demonstrable compatibility with the
ancient near eastern origin which it claims its message and challenge give it significance in a modern setting and they cannot be
ignored nor taken lightly
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